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Abstract. Pulses of high intensity laser light, when focused into trans-
parent materials, may produce localized electron–ion plasmas
through optical breakdown. By simultaneously incorporating the re-
sulting volume of vaporized material within the focal volume of a
high intensity ultrasound source, the photodisruption (1.05 mm wave-
length) void served as a nucleation site for ultrasonic cavitation. Di-
lute suspensions of canine erythrocytes in phosphate buffered saline
were exposed in a flow-through exposure chamber and the percent-
age of lysed cells was used as a measure of the biologically effective
cavitation activity produced in the chamber. Brief (about 30 ms)
acoustic emissions were detected from the photodisruption alone (in-
dicating laser nucleation of bubbles), but the cell lysis produced was
undetectable against the background. However, combined exposure
greatly increased both the duration of the acoustic emissions (up to
1.5 ms) and the amount of cell lysis above an ultrasonic pressure
amplitude threshold of about 4.3 MPa at 2.5 MHz. The amount of cell
lysis (sometimes approaching 100%) increased with increasing ultra-
sonic intensity, laser pulse energy and laser PRF. Addition of 5% se-
rum albumin enhanced the effect, apparently by stabilizing bubbles
and nuclei. Photodisruptive laser nucleation of ultrasonic cavitation
can provide controlled and synergistic enhancement of bioeffects.
© 2001 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1380669]
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1 Introduction
Ultrasonic cavitation~USC! is a potent mechanism for physi-
cal and biological effects~see, for example, Ref. 1!. During
USC, the ultrasound pressure wave causes pulsation of cav
ties or bubbles in liquid media or biological tissue. The ultra-
sonic energy is concentrated near pulsing bubbles, which ca
result in highly nonlinear generation of violent forces and
high velocity-gradient fluid flows. Initiation of cavitation by
moderate amplitudes in most biological media, which are ex
ceptionally clean and sterile, requires augmentation of the
natural nucleation in the form of gaseous inhomogeneities
Because active ultrasonic cavitation bubbles derived from nu
clei are small, e.g., less than 3mm diam resonance size for 2.5
MHz ultrasound, the effects generated by a single cavity ar
highly localized. However, proliferation of cavities subse-
quent to nucleation can occur by growth and fragmentation o
larger bubbles, which can yield extensive cavitation activity
and effects. For example, rapid proliferation of thousands o
bubbles from a few initial nuclei has been shown to occur for
a rotating tube exposure system and to yield high levels o
lysis in cell suspension.2 Cavitational bioeffects range from
transient membrane permeabilization~sonoporation! of cells
to homogenization of tissue. If controlled and directed, these
bioeffective phenomena have a potential for development o
new applications for medical therapeutic purposes.
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Medical applications of nonthermal bioeffects associa
with USC are limited due to unpredictable conditions
nucleationin vivo. Present applications utilize low frequenc
~e.g., 20 kHz! probes which are invasive and poorly targete
Ultrasonic liposuction involves infusion of fluids and frag
mentation of fatty tissue by cavitation at the probe tip.3 Pha-
coemulsion of the eye lens also appears to involve cavitati4

Extracorporeal shockwave lithotriptsy utilizes low frequen
~i.e., about 100 kHz! focused ultrasound shockwaves to bre
up kidney stones, which apparently includes cavitat
activity.5 At higher frequencies, for which ultrasound can
precisely controlled and accurately targeted, thresholds
cavitational effects are high, and results unpredictable
mammalian tissues. For example, the phenomenon repres
a problem for ultrasound therapy based on heating, due
random disruption of carefully planned heating regimens.6

Applications of high frequency USC to medical therap
will therefore require new methods to control and direct t
cavitation process. Essentially, this means controlled crea
and placement of cavitation nuclei within tissue. Seve
methods of cavitation nucleation control have been con
ered and tested. A simple method is to place a macrosc
gas bubble within an exposure chamber or tissue for expo
to ultrasound. In a study of sonoporation of erythrocytes
shockwavesin vitro, this method was very effective in regu
lating the nucleation and resulting effects.7 This method has
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been appliedin vivo for enhancing cancer chemotherapy8 and
for tumor ablation with cancer gene therapy.9 An alternative
cavitation nucleation agent can be provided by an ultrasoun
contrast agent, such as Albunex® or Optison™~Mallinckrodt,
Inc.!, which consist of suspensions of stabilized air or
perfluorocarbon-filled bubbles, respectively. The gas bodie
are a few microns in diameter and pass through the circulatio
without producing significant embolization. Under suitable
conditions~e.g., high concentration, or special rotating cham-
bers! cavitation, as indicated by the hemolysis assay, can b
produced by moderate amplitude ultrasound with these con
trast agents.10,11 Another promising nucleation agent is
micron-sized perfluoropentane droplets in suspension, whic
performed as well as retained air or added contrast agent
studies of cavitation nucleation in whole blood with lithot-
ripter shockwaves.12

Propagation of high intensity, focused laser beams can pro
duce optical breakdown of any transparent medium. In aque
ous media or other fluids, this photodisruption phenomenon
results in production of a detectable microbubble under suit
able conditions of wavelength, energy, and pulse duration
Photodisruptive laser nucleation~PLN! generates an acoustic
shockwave which can be used to deduce bubble
properties.13,14Bubble sizes are estimated to be of the order of
microns, tens of microns, and hundreds of microns near opt
cal breakdown threshold energies for fs, ps, and ns lase
pulses, respectively. An interesting application of PLN has
been to the study of bubble acoustics. Good agreement ha
been found with theory for laser-generated bubbles under fre
oscillation even for the difficult problem of the asymmetric
pulsation of a bubble near a boundary.15 For example, when a
Nd:YAG laser generating 30 ps pulses at 1064 nm was fo
cused into water, elongated bubbles, roughly303100mm
were generated together with spreading shockwaves.16 Ul-
trashort~e.g., 300 fs! pulses generate bubbles less than 50mm
in diameter, and as small as a few microns in diameter nea
the threshold for photodisruption.14 PLN can be produced in
any transparent material, accompanied by local physical dam
age. These mechanical effects are dependent on the absorb
laser pulse energy, with the breakdown threshold depende
upon pulse duration. In biological media, this damage is con
trolled and directed for medical application.17 The application
of photodisruptive lasers in ophthalmology~treatment of sec-
ondary cataracts, capsulotomy, etc.! is a well known and wide
spread medical application.18 However, significant effort has
also been directed toward development of laser application
based on photodisruption in dermatology~e.g., tattoo
removal!,19 in hair removal,20 and in neurosurgery.21,22 Photo-
disruption has been limited in these applications by the re
quirement that the optical intensity at the target tissue excee
1012W/cm2, which is needed for optical breakdown. The op-
tical breakdown threshold in general, and in tissue in particu
lar, follows a square root dependence on pulse width.23 Ul-
trashort pulse laser sources~picosecond or less! may allow for
the creation of breakdown in scattering or absorbing tissues
as the relatively low threshold fluences may be reached eve
with large scattering or absorption losses.

The existence of both laser-induced and ultrasound
induced cavitation phenomena presents intriguing possibilitie
for their combination. Although acoustical behavior of laser
generated bubbles has been investigated, the interaction of t
352 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 3
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PLN bubbles with ultrasound has apparently not been stud
previously. In this study we examined the hypothesis t
single PLN cavities precisely placed within a region subjec
a pre-existing~or subsequently established! ultrasonic field
could serve to nucleate USC, under conditions for which U
is inhibited by a dearth of nuclei, and result in the synergis
enhancement of biological effects. Ultrasonic enhancemen
the PLN effects of a single microscopic cavity are hypo
esized to result from proliferation of cavities and bubbles
yield widespread vigorous ultrasonic cavitation activity. F
this purpose a bioeffects research apparatus was create
allow coincident application of focused laser and ultrasou
beams to a small flow chamber. Cavitation activity was ch
acterized by reception of acoustic emissions, and by
hemolysis test for cavitation activity.2 The results confirm the
possibility of synergistic enhancement of biological effects
the photodisruptive laser nucleation of ultrasonic cavitatio

2 Methods
A special exposure apparatus was constructed for this rese
to accommodate both laser and ultrasound exposure.
setup is illustrated in Figure 1. A flow-through chamber w
placed in an 8 L water bath, with vertical flow provided u
ward through the chamber by a syringe pump. The room te
perature~about 22 °C! water in the bath was degassed befo
use to minimize bubble formation in the bath. The chamb
illustrated in Figure 2, consisted of an 8 mm thick transpar
rectangular plastic block~12 mm by 12 mm! with a 6 mm
diam cylindrical hole oriented horizontally for transmission
ultrasound beam, a233 mmwindow cut into the 6 mm hole
for transmission of the laser beam, and vertically oriented
mm ~inner diameter! ~i.d.! plastic tubes entering and leavin
the top and bottom of the chamber to allow target fluid flo

The laser was a complete clinical system manufactured
use in ophthalmic investigations~Intelligent Surgical Lasers
model QC2000!. The console consisted of a laser engin
power supply, and control electronics, a PC with a men
driven s-ware interface, and an integrated slit lamp deliv
system. The laser engine began with a diode-pumped, acti
mode-locked Nd:YLF oscillator. The MHz train of picose
ond pulses was then directed into a Nd:YLF regenerative a
plifier. A Pockels cell gated the injected pulses into and ou
the amplifier, producing a 1.05mm wavelength fundamenta

Fig. 1 Illustration of the experimental setup from the side. The ultra-
sound beam was perpendicular to the page in this view. Samples were
collected in a tube (s).
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Photodisruptive Laser Nucleation . . .
Fig. 2 Illustration of the exposure chamber from the top. The flow of
fluid was vertically upward out of the page for this view.
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mode, 30 ps pulse duration, kHz pulse train with energies u
to a few hundred mJ. Two energy detectors in combination
with a polarizer and rotatable waveplate enabled automati
control of the pulse energy. Turning mirrors steered the beam
through an articulating arm into a translatable beam delivery
system, which decoupled motion of the delivery system from
the laser engine. In the delivery system, the beam was ex
panded and focused though a large diameter objective~f.1.
540 mm, f#50.9!, producing a focused spot size in air of
approximately 10mm.

Calibration of the pulse energy was performed by simply
measuring the average power delivered to a power meter
the delivery objective and comparing this pulse energy agains
the laser system pulse energy monitor readout. No attemp
was made to determine the pulse contrast. Prepulsing of th
amplifier was observed with a photodetector at amplitude ap
proximately 1003 below the gated pulse amplitude. It was
assumed that variation in the apparent breakdown thresho
due to prepulsing was not important because the goal of th
laser breakdown was to produce cavitation nuclei~rather than
to determine the true threshold energy!. The delivery device
contained an in-line microscope and manual positioning con
trols which allowed for positioning of the beam focus in the
target. The delivery system was arranged such that the las
beam was focused through an optically flat cover glass win
dow into the chamber, perpendicular to the axis of the cylin-
drical ultrasound transmission channel, at a depth of approx
mately 2–3 mm. The laser beam then defocused toward th
rear of the chamber and passed out into the bath.

A focused ultrasound beam was directed approximately
along the axis of the cylindrical chamber to cross the lase
focal zone at a right angle. To facilitate transmission of the
ultrasound under near-free-field conditions, acoustically trans
parent windows made of 12mm thick polyvinyl chloride were
used on the ends of the cylindrical chamber. The ultrasoun
-

t
t
t
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r

beam passed through the chamber, defocused in the bath
was terminated at a block of ultrasound absorbing mate
~SOAB rubber, BF Goodrich!. The liquid flow was directed
upward, perpendicular to the laser and ultrasound beams.
2.1 mL/min flow from 1.3 mm i.d. tubes~about 25 mm/s!
produced good flushing of the chamber, which would cle
within a few seconds.

The air-backed ultrasound transducer was 3.75 cm in
ameter with a radius of curvature of 3.75 cm. The piezoel
tric ceramic had a fundamental thickness resonance at a
770 kHz, but was operated for this experiment at 2.5 MHz.
2.5 MHz, the wavelength in water is about 0.6 mm, whi
allowed tight focusing into the flow chamber. The transdu
was electrically excited by a signal generator~Model 3314A,
Hewlett-Packard Co., Santa Clara, CA! and amplifier~Model
350L, Electronic Navigation Industries, Rochester, NY!. The
ultrasound field was measured with a calibrated hydroph
with 0.4 mm sensitive spot~model 805, Sonic Technologies
Hatboro PA!. The half power focal diameter and length we
1.3 and 8.6 mm, respectively. The spatial peak exposure le
utilized in this study are listed in Table 1 in terms of the pe
positive, peak negative, and mean amplitudes. The influe
of finite amplitude distortion on the initially sinusoidal pre
sure wave is evident in the pressure values, but does not
resent a strongly shocked wave~the highest ratio of peak-
positive to peak-negative pressure amplitude was about 2!.
All results are specified in terms of the mean pressure am
tude for each exposure level.

An ultrasound receiving transducer~6 mm diam, 1 MHz
Gamma series, KB-Aerotech, Lewiston, PA! was aimed at the
position of the intersecting laser and ultrasound beams. T
receiver was oriented with its axis in the plane of the int
secting beams, and placed about 3 cm away. Signals em
by the laser photodisruption were received by this sen
which provided a useful triggering signal and diagnostic
formation on the consistency of the optical breakdown.
should be noted that the finite bandwidth of the sensor,
reverberation of the acoustic emissions within the flow cha
ber, distorted this signal in complex ways from the faithf
representation of the emissions. The receiver, which w
placed just outside the ultrasound beam at a position of m
mal pickup, was also utilized for alignment of the laser a
ultrasonic foci. With the ultrasound beam operating at a h
pressure amplitude, and the laser focus producing a vis

Table 1 Spatial peak pressure amplitudes measured for the ultra-
sonic exposures used for results shown in Figure 5. The mean pressure
amplitude is used to characterize the exposures; however this ampli-
tude does not reflect the finite amplitude distortion of the ultrasonic
wave, which is indicated by the values for peak positive and peak
negative pressure amplitudes.

Pressure amplitude (MPa)

Positive 2.8 4.0 6.8 10.1 12.9

Mean 2.5 3.3 5.3 7.4 9.1

Negative 2.2 2.7 3.8 4.7 5.2
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 3 353



Miller, Spooner, and Williams
Fig. 3 Signals obtained from the ultrasonic receiver for laser photodisruption in the exposure chamber. Traces (a), (b), and (c) were all generated for
the same laser energy and PRF, and represent the range of variability seen in this signal. Trace d was obtained under identical conditions but with
5% BSA added to the medium. The trigger in trace d was from the laser pulse, rather than from the received signal, which shows the delay caused
by propagation of the acoustical signal to the receiver.
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photodisruption flash, the laser focus was moved in space t
maximize the acoustical signals received.

The level of hemolysis in dilute blood cell suspensions
flowing through the exposure chamber was assessed, which
an established and biologically relevant means to gage cav
tation activity. Canine whole blood was collected by sterile
venipuncture into blood collection tubes with EDTA antico-
agulant ~Vacutainer no. 6457, Becton-Dickinson and Co.,
Franklin Lakes, NJ!. All animal procedures were performed
under the guidelines and with the approval of the University
Committee on the Use and Care of Animals. Several tube
were pooled for use in the experimentation, with an hemat
ocrit of about 54%. The whole blood cells were washed once
in phosphate buffered saline~PBS!, and diluted in degassed
PBS to a final cell concentration of 0.109%~about a 500-fold
dilution of whole blood!. This dilution was convenient for the
hemolysis measurements for cavitation activity assessme
and also allowed penetration of the laser beam into the cham
ber. Higher concentrations, e.g., whole blood, would preven
laser breakdown for this system by attenuating the laser bea
primarily through optical scattering. It should be noted that in
highly scattering tissues, the use of longer wavelength nea
infrared ultrashort pulses can produce photodisruption an
cavitation nucleation. A recent report of the precision micro-
machining of subsurface features inex vivohuman sclera and
dermis using a 1700 nm wavelength, 150 fs laser source dem
onstrates this potential.24 In some experiments, 5% bovine
serum albumin was added to the medium. All the cell suspen
sions were briefly degassed by vacuum to reduce extraneo
354 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 3
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bubble formation and the population of naturally occurri
cavitation nuclei. This served to elevate the ultrasonic cav
tion threshold to simulatein vivo conditions of low nucle-
ation, for which cavitation thresholds are greater than 5 M
in the low MHz frequency range.6 During exposure, approxi-
mately 1 mL specimens were collected in about 30 s a
passage of the dead volume of the tubing. Each specimen
centrifuged and the absorbance of the supernatant meas
using a spectrophotometer set to 414 nm to determine
hemoglobin. This instrument was zeroed with PBS, and c
brated using a blood sample hemolyzed in water. Data
presented as the mean of four repeated experimental mea
ments with standard error bars, and the two-sidedt-test was
used for statistical comparisons between data means.

3 Results
Typical PLN emissions detected by the receiver are show
Figure 3 for a laser energy of 75mJ. The form of the received
signal was an initial pulse, followed after an interval by
second, similar pulse. In PBS, the signal was variable as
lustrated in Figures 3~a!, 3~b!, and 3~c!. The smaller ampli-
tude signals also had a shorter interval between pulses
the larger amplitude signals. Addition of 5% BSA to the PB
produced much more uniform signals, as shown in Fig
3~d!. The double pulse with albumin was of relatively hig
amplitude and long interval.

When continuous ultrasound exposure was delive
across the laser beam at the photodisruption point, USC e
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Photodisruptive Laser Nucleation . . .
Fig. 4 Signals representing the ultrasonic cavitation emissions gener-
ated by the photodisruptive laser nucleation at 500 Hz PRF in cell
suspensions: (a) 5.3 MPa, (b) 7.4 MPa, and (c) 7.4 MPa with added
protein. Note the much longer time span compared to Figure 3.
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sions were detected in addition to the PLN emissions for 75
mJ pulses. The USC emissions were strongly dependent o
ultrasonic amplitude, and began to appear intermittently
above a pressure amplitude of about 3–4 MPa. The signa
received for laser PLN at a 500 Hz rate in the blood cell
suspension are shown in Figure 4~a! for 5.3 MPa and Figure
4~b! for 7.4 MPa ultrasound. The relatively large, constant
background signal was due to pickup of the ultrasound beam
by the receiver. The repetitive bursts consisted of the initia
PLN emission with an initially growing USC emission signal
which peaked and declined into the background noise befor
the next PLN pulse. Both the amplitude and duration of the
USC emissions increased with the ultrasound pressure amp
tude. Added albumin appeared to reduce the variability in the
response as shown in Figure 4~c!, compared to Figure 4~b!
under identical conditions without BSA. In Figure 4~c!, the
initial PLN emissions are clearly distinguished from the sub-
sequent USC emission burst.
n

s

-

The percentage of cells lysed by the combined treatm
increase dramatically with ultrasound amplitude as shown
Figure 5. The control results for ultrasound exposure with
the laser, and for laser exposure without the ultrasound w
not statistically distinguishable from the background-lev
hemolysis result without either treatment~i.e., sham expo-
sure!. An apparent threshold for the effect occurs at about
MPa ~i.e., between the ineffective 3.3 and 5.3 MPa expos
which had statistically significant hemolysis atP,0.02,rela-
tive to the combined results of the three controls!. Hemolysis
approaches 100% at the highest pressure amplitude. Fo
MPa ultrasound exposure with the laser beam blocked,
hemolysis dropped to background levels, which demonstr
photodisruptive laser nucleation of ultrasonic cavitation.

The USC emission initiated by PLN increases for a br
time course before declining to the background. At 7.4 M
pressure amplitude the USC emissions lasted about 1 ms
laser pulse repetition frequency~PRF! of 500 Hz. Results for
variable laser PRF are shown in Figure 6. The hemolysis

Fig. 5 The percentage of cells lysed by the combined treatment of
laser with 500 Hz PRF and continuous 2.5 MHz ultrasound at the
indicated mean pressure amplitudes. With the laser off, the result at
7.4 MPa declined to the ultrasound-off level.

Fig. 6 Results for variable laser PRF for 7.4 MPa ultrasound. With the
ultrasound off for 500 Hz PRF, the result declines to the background
level without laser nucleation.
Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 3 355
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Fig. 7 Hemolysis results for different laser pulse energies for 0.8 ms
ultrasound bursts triggered by the laser (circles) or generated at ran-
dom with respect to the laser pulses (squares). The laser PRF was 1
kHz, and the ultrasonic amplitude was 7.4 MPa.
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creases with increasing PRF, asymptotically approachin
100%. At 1 KHz PRF, the USC would presumably be nearly
continuous, since the 1 ms duration emissions would overlap

An important factor in PLN nucleation of USC should be
the PLN bubble size and duration, which depends on the
amount of absorbed laser energy. An experiment was con
ducted to determine the dependence of hemolysis on las
energy. This experiment employed burst mode ultrasound ex
posure to provide information on the nucleation process an
the persistence of the nuclei. Since the focus is about 3.75 c
from the ultrasound transducer, an ultrasound burst triggere
from the laser arrived about 25ms after the PLN pulse~as-
suming 1500 m/s for the speed of sound!, which separates the
laser and ultrasound exposures. For random ultrasound bur
generation, the PLN arrived during the ultrasound burst abou
80% of the time. The results are shown in Figure 7 for trig-
gered and random burst mode ultrasound at 7.4 MPa with 0.
ms bursts and 1 kHz laser PRF. For each laser energy, th
triggered mode produces much less hemolysis than the ra
dom mode, indicating a distinct advantage for simultaneou
PLN and ultrasound exposure.

As noted above, the addition of the protein albumin to the
medium seemed to regulate the nucleation process and pr
vide more consistent PLN emissions. A test was conducted t
determine the influence this factor might have on observe
hemolysis. The results for random and triggered burst mod
ultrasound with and without added albumin is shown in Fig-
ure 8 for the intermediate 50mJ laser energy. The increase in
hemolysis with added protein is particularly large for the trig-
gered ultrasound bursts, indicating that the albumin-stabilize
bubbles persisted until the ultrasound burst arrived.

4 Discussion
The PLN emission signals, though not faithful representation
of the acoustic waves, provide useful information about the
consistency of PLN. In PBS, the signals are variable as show
in Figure 3. The amplitude and duration of the emission from
each laser pulse likely reflects the size and persistence of th
PLN bubble, with the initial pulse due to the PLN, and the
356 Journal of Biomedical Optics d July 2001 d Vol. 6 No. 3
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final pulse due to collapse of the bubble.14 The periods be-
tween pulses for the wave forms shown in Figures 3~a!, 3~b!,
and 3~c! are about 8.2, 12.7, and 15.6ms, respectively. The
maximum radiusRm may be estimated from the Rayleig
formula

Rm5
Tc

0.915Aro /~po2pv!
. ~1!

In this equation, the period between emission pulses is2Tc,
the densityro5103 kg m23, ambient pressurepo5105 Pa,
and vapor pressurepv52.33103 Pa.The maximum radii cor-
responding to the periods noted above are 44.6, 69, and
mm. This bubble-size variation may be due to bubble inter
tions, such as photodisruption near the previous bub
bubble coalescence, or other microscopic conditions. Ano
source of variability is the statistical nature of optical brea
down at pulse widths above approximately 1 ps.13,14One may
expect that the same experiment performed with fs pulse
the same energy would result in markedly reduced radii a
emission intervals. Addition of protein in the form of 5% BS
appears to regulate this signal, and to maximize it@see Figure
3~d!#. It seems likely that the relatively large albumin mo
ecules serve to seed the optical breakdown process. The
riod for this wave form is about 20.8ms, which implies a
maximum radius of 113mm according to Eq.~1!.

When the PLN occurred with ultrasound, the observ
emissions include emissions from cavitation activity. The p
sistence of the PLN bubble until the ultrasonic wave arriv
was important for the nucleation. The calculated PLN bub
durations were less than the 25ms delay before the ultrasoun
arrived. A small gas bubble is expected to persist after
collapse,25 which likely was involved in the nucleation of ul
trasonic cavitation. These emissions were in the form o
burst of variable duration~see Figure 4!. The finite duration
for this cavitation burst is consistent with other observatio
of cavitation in focused ultrasonic fields.26 The self-limiting
bursts of cavitation in a focused field was first noted
Willard,27 and the bursts have been called ‘‘Willard events

Fig. 8 The hemolysis results for random and triggered burst mode
ultrasound with and without added albumin, for 50 mJ laser pulse
energy and 7.4 MPa ultrasonic amplitude.
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Photodisruptive Laser Nucleation . . .
With combined PLN and ultrasound, hemolysis was greatly
enhanced to 62.2%, for 7.4 MPa ultrasound. The control
~combined results of sham, no-laser or no-ultrasound controls
which were statistically indistinguishable! had a background
hemolysis of 1.4%. This represents a nominal enhanceme
ratio of 44. However, this represents a minimum enhancemen
ratio since the background hemolysis of 1.4%~0.5% standard
error! was a property of the cell suspension. The laser photo
disruption produced lysis by itself: if the flow was stopped
with the ultrasound off but laser on, the suspension graduall
cleared, which indicated hemolysis. The percentage of lase
induced hemolysis in the flowing medium can be estimated b
assuming the cells within the PLN bubble volume are lysed
and calculating the fraction of the flow-through chamber oc-
cupied by the PLN bubbles. Due to the slow flow, the bubbles
volumes would overlap along the flow, and presumably
hemolyse all cells within that cylinder. The percentage of the
PLN area, about331024 cm2 ~for 100mm radius!, within the
area of the chamber, about 0.48 cm2, is 0.06%. Hemolysis this
small would not be detectable above the background, as note
in the experimental results. This estimate implies an enhance
ment of about 1000-fold~0.06% compared to 62%! when ul-
trasound and laser are simultaneously applied.

The combined bioeffect appeared to be a nearly all-or-non
event dependent on photodisruptive laser nucleation of th
ultrasonic cavitation. The ultrasonic threshold for PLN nucle-
ation in this system was about 4.3 MPa~see Figure 5!, which
is well below the normally expected thresholdin vivo.6 No
threshold was evident in our data for the laser energy to pro
duce PLN, but the hemolysis decreased with decreasing puls
energy, and a threshold presumably would exist at the photo
disruption threshold. Hemolysis measurements were made
increments of 25mJ, starting at zero pulse energy. Determi-
nation of the approximate breakdown threshold in PBS wa
performed by observing the plasma spark through the low
power microscope integrated into the delivery system, and
yielded a value of 18mJ, consistent with our results.

Increasing the laser PRF from a low value resulted in
hemolysis increasing asymptotically toward 100%~see Figure
6!. This behavior is expected from the exposure characteris
tics and flow rate. The hemolysis effect would presumably
occur within the ultrasonic focus, which occupied only about
3% of the chamber volume~based on the half-power dimen-
sions!. Many cavitation bursts would be needed to approach
100% lysis, even if the cavitation bursts generated some mix
ing. Since the flow rate of 2.1 mL/min would only refill the
chamber every few seconds, the laser PRF would provide th
needed number of bursts. The regular asymptotic shape of th
curve traced by the data in Figure 6 indicate a simple addition
of the effects of each burst delivered per volume of suspen
sion, with no extra nucleation caused, for example, by recir
culation of cavitation-associated bubbles. This feature indi
cates an important degree of controllability for USC nucleated
by PLN.

The addition of albumin regulated the cavitation nucleation
process, giving more consistent emission and larger hemolyti
yields. Again, this likely results from stabilization of the PLN
bubble, which renders it better suited for cavitation nucle-
ation. For example, albumin stabilizes bubbles in the ultra
sound contrast agent Albunex, which also serves as a cavit
tion nucleation agent.28 The ultrasonic nucleation entity
,

t
t

-

d
-

e
-

-

e

-

appeared to be unstable and often disappeared within the
proximate 25ms delay before ultrasound exposure in the tr
gered burst mode compared to random bursts~see Figure 8!.
When albumin was added, the differential was eliminated
tween triggered and random bursts, and both results were
creased, probably due to the longer persistence of the P
bubble.

5 Conclusion
The hypothesis that photodisruptive laser nucleation
bubbles could be utilized for subsequent nucleation of ul
sonic cavitation was confirmed. The combined PLN and
trasound produced USC emissions and resulted in la
hemolytic effects, while laser or ultrasound exposure alo
did not significantly increase free hemoglobin above the sh
level. The presence of albumin regulated the process and
hanced the effects, which is a feature of the results favora
to the utilization of this process underin vivo conditions
~when serum and protein are always present!.
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